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Attendance 

 

Tri-Chairs:  Anne Carroll (DCR, Meeting Chairman), Glenn Haas (DEP), Jack Buckley (DFG), 

 

Ralph Abele (EPA), Sue Beede (Mass Rivers Alliance), Julia Blatt (Mass Rivers Alliance), Alison Bowden 

(Nature Conservancy), John Clarkeson (EEA), Sara Cohen (DCR), Rebecca Cutting (DEP), Doug DeNatale 

(AECOM); Richard Friend (DEP), Eric Hooper (Town of Sharon), Linda Hutchins (DCR), Tom Lamonte 

(DEP), Duane LeVangie (DEP), Kerry Mackin (Ipswich River Watershed Association), Cary Parsons 

(MWWA), Jennifer Pederson (MWWA), Nigel Pickering (CRWA), John Pike (CLF), Vandana Rao (EEA), 

Heidi Ricci (MA Audubon), Marcia Sherman (DEP), Mark Tisa (DFG), Margaret Van Deusen (CRWA), 

Brian Wick (Cape Cod Cranberry Growers’ Association) 

 

Summary Comments on Safe Yield: 

 

Sue Beede (Mass Rivers Alliance):   

 Concern that the SY approach is too general and not protective enough of aquatic life.   

 Acknowledge that SY is not as useful for environmental protection as the application of streamflow 

criteria during permitting, but SY and streamflow criteria should still both be linked to the fish and 

flow study results. 

 Relationships established between reduction in Aug. median flows and % impact to fluvial density 

could be used. 

 

Jen Pederson (MWWA): 

 Feel proposed SY method is the best approach for now; there will be other places for environmental 

protection factors in the other allocation considerations. 

 Would like to see SY environmental protection factor be as low as possible. 

 

Nigel Pickering (CRWA): 

 Concern that proposed SY approach doesn’t address spatial and temporal variability.  

 Concern that it is not tied to scientific factors. 

 Numbers produced by the approach are very high.   

Example:  the magnitude of SY proposed for the Ipswich exceeds 0.3 MGD/sq. mi., but during the 

mid 1990’s the river bed was going dry upstream of the South Middleton gage when pumping 

upstream of the gage was at 0.16 MGD/sq. mi. (and pumping for the whole watershed was at  0.14 

MGD/sq. mi.). 

 

Alternative Safe Yield Methodology Presentation – Nigel Pickering: 
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Goals of proposed method: 

- Integrate Fish and Flow study results with SY 

- Incorporate environmental protection factor 

- Include streamflow classification (possibly) 

- Generate annual SY that’s seasonally protective 

- Applicable at any scale 

- Provide credit for return flows 

Method Overview: 

- Choose acceptable % reduction in fluvial density 

- Determine corresponding August net depletion 

- Convert August net depletion to MGD 

- Estimate Aug return flows 

- Calculate the total August withdrawals that would yield the target August net depletion (giving credit 

for return flows) 

- Divide August withdrawals by appropriate Aug/Annual ratio to generate annual withdrawals 

- Calculate probability that resulting safe yield will not be met 

 

Detailed walk-through of method, using Charles and Ipswich examples 

 

Discussion: 

 

 Discussion on whether the curves relating net August depletion and % fluvial density indicate that 

there are still fluvial communities at 100% net depletion.  DFW will be generating new graphic that 

depicts % change in fluvial community (instead of fluvial density).  This graphic will show that 100% 

net Aug. depletion would result in 100% community alteration. 

 

 Question about why Nigel’s proposed method uses a 20-year planning horizon (when estimating 

septic system return flows).  Suggestion that this is an appropriate timeframe for a 20-year permit. 

 

 Question raised whether the proposed method builds in planning factors and other factors that are 

better suited for the permitting, rather than SY calculations. 

 

 Concern expressed that method relies on data from SYE, which is not available for some basins. 

 

 Concern that the method concludes over-allocation for the two example basins, which is a large 

administrative problem.  Suggestion that this could be solved by incorporating a classification system 
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that assigns much higher acceptable % declines in fluvial density for lower class rivers (with the goal 

to improve these rivers’ classes over time). 

 

 Question raised about the current state of fish in the Ipswich.  Do we know if the fluvial fish 

communities have rebounded since the 1990’s?  Who gets to determine “target” fish?  Why are 

fluvial fish a more appropriate target than species suited for recreational fishing?  Response that 

scientists agree river should have river fish.  Additional comment that the use of target fish studies as 

basis for ecological protection is laid out in the Massachusetts Water Policy. 

 

 Question raised that if all the environmental protection is being incorporated into the SY (as 

proposed), what is the purpose of all the other environmental considerations within the sustainable 

allocation process?  The alternative proposed method was an attempt to respond to concerns raised 

by both environmental advocates and some water suppliers that SY should be tied to the available 

science.   

 

 Request that the agencies lay out how streamflow classification will be used in permitting and how it 

will be protective of fish communities.  Concern that there is no guaranty this will occur after the 

development of SY.  Discussion about the influence of the court deadline for the Ipswich permits on 

the timeline for development of SY and streamflow criteria.  Agencies currently working on SY on 

the one hand and on piloting the streamflow criteria in two basins on the other.  Agencies 

commitment to outline in the near term the process of how streamflow criteria will be applied. 

 

 Acknowledgment that until confidence and clarity exists around the streamflow criteria process, it’s 

difficult to back away from looking for spatial and temporal protection within Safe Yield. 

 

 Question raised whether the August court deadline could be extended.  It’s being looked into but 

agencies can’t count on that. 

 

 Request that the agencies spend time reviewing the proposed alternative SY method. 

 

 Comment that the SY regulations are flawed – by restricting the calculations to an annual basis, 

values need to be artificially low in order to protect low-flow periods.  If calculations could be on a 

monthly basis, then summer values could be protective of low-flow conditions while winter values 

could be higher (and summer values could be augmented by storage during winter flows). 

 

 Comment that alternative proposed SY approach shifts the focus of the environmental protection 

factor away from MGD to % loss of fluvial density.  Intrigued by this, but wonders what it leaves for 

the sustainable allocation side of the process. 
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 Reiteration that a method that defines over-allocation under present pumping presents a bind, as 

agencies can’t ask communities to turn off water all of the sudden.  Request that this be kept in mind 

in SY proposals. 

 


